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List of symbols
c  Coolant upstream of impingement plate
Cax  Axial chord length
D  Hole diameter
H  Impingement gap height
M  Blowing ratio (ρcUc/ρ∞U∞)
Ma  Mach number
P  Pressure
PIV  Particle image velocimetry
p  Pitch length
Re  Reynolds number (ρ∞U∞Cax/μ∞)
S  Blade span
s  Static or streamwise coordinate
T  Temperature
tke  Turbulent kinetic energy 
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U  Velocity
Uinviscid  Average inviscid velocity vector
Umeas  Average measured velocity vector
Usec  Secondary velocity vector (Umeas − Uinviscid)
u
′  Fluctuating velocity

x  Blade axial coordinate
y  Blade pitchwise coordinate
z  Blade spanwise coordinate
δ  Boundary layer thickness (99 %)
μ  Dynamic viscosity
ρ  Density
∞  Mainstream conditions at the cascade inlet

1 Introduction

Highly three-dimensional structures complicate the flow 
across the endwall portion of an airfoil passage causing 
total pressure losses and locally increasing heat transfer. 
The largest secondary flow feature is known as the passage 

Abstract The time-resolved flowfield is measured in the 
passage of a linear turbine cascade to show the effects of 
endwall film cooling and non-axisymmetric endwall con-
touring on the passage secondary flows. A particle image 
velocimetry system is used in three measurement planes: 
the plane at the exit of the passage and two streamwise 
planes along the blade suction side. In the downstream half 
of the passage, the passage vortex moves away from the 
endwall toward the midspan, but closely follows the profile 
of the blade suction side. The secondary velocity vectors 
and vorticity fields in the passage exit plane indicate the 
large size of the passage vortex. The measured velocities 
in the streamwise measurement planes reveal the trajectory 
of the passage vortex as well as steep gradients in the direc-
tion normal to the blade surface. The passage vortex can 
also be identified by elevated flow unsteadiness as reported 
by turbulent kinetic energy levels. When passage film 
cooling is added, the size of the passage vortex, second-
ary velocities, and exit plane turbulent kinetic energy are 
all increased. Endwall contouring has the opposite effect, 
reducing the passage vortex size, the secondary velocities, 
and exit plane turbulent kinetic energy.
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vortex, which originates from the pressure side leg of the 
airfoil leading edge horseshoe vortex. As the passage vor-
tex convects through the passage, it continues to grow and 
move from the pressure side to the suction side of the adja-
cent airfoil, driven by the strong cross-passage pressure 
gradient. In contrast, the suction side leg of the horseshoe 
vortex weakens and remains close to the suction side of the 
airfoil. Film cooling and endwall contouring are impor-
tant aspects of the design of modern gas turbine airfoils 
and their associated endwalls that have significant impacts 
on passage secondary flow development (Knezevici et al. 
2010; Lynch et al. 2011a).

Film cooling is a common cooling mechanism to protect 
turbine airfoil surfaces from hot mainstream temperatures. 
Cooler air drawn from the compressor is routed to inter-
nal passages within the turbine and injected into the hotter 
mainstream flow through small angled holes in the airfoil 
walls, simultaneously providing internal convective cooling 
as well as a protective barrier between the external airfoil 
wall and the hot mainstream flow. Although film cooling 
has been extensively studied for optimizing the cooling 
performance and local flowfield effects, the effects of end-
wall film cooling injection on the endwall secondary flows 
are relatively unknown and generally neglected in passage 
flowfield analysis.

To reduce pressure losses through the passage, gas tur-
bine designers use three-dimensional non-axisymmetric 
endwall contouring to limit the development of secondary 
flow structures such as the passage vortex and other vorti-
ces. As was mentioned, secondary flow structures generate 
negative impacts on the turbine aerodynamic efficiency and 
endwall heat transfer. The vortices cause turbulent mixing 
and turbulent dissipation, reducing the energy of the flow. 
Increased mixing also increases endwall heat transfer coef-
ficients and reduces the effectiveness of film cooling jets. 
Non-axisymmetric endwall contouring has the potential to 
achieve improvements in both passage aerodynamic perfor-
mance and endwall cooling performance over flat endwalls.

The following systematic flowfield study provides time-
averaged measurements of the passage secondary flows 
with and without endwall film cooling for both flat and 
contoured endwalls. A typical cooling configuration is used 
to generate relevant endwall flowfields. The measurements 
provide insight into the complex three-dimensional flow-
field that exists above a turbine airfoil endwall, and how the 
effects of film cooling and endwall contouring enhance or 
hinder the secondary vortical flows.

2  Relevant literature

Measurements of the passage vortex and other induced vor-
tices can be found in Langston et al. (1977), Wang et al. 

(1997), Kang and Thole (2000), and Lynch (2011). The 
secondary flows locally increase the external heat transfer 
coefficient, in particular at the leading edge, the pressure 
side of the passage vortex, and in the wake (Kang et al. 
1999; Lynch et al. 2011a; Radomsky and Thole 2000). The 
time-averaged flowfield in a high-pressure blade cascade 
was measured by Pu et al. (2014) to investigate the effects 
of inlet turbulence levels (2.7 and 10 %) and upstream film 
cooling blowing ratio on the passage vortex. The higher 
turbulence level increased the vorticity of the passage 
vortex at the trailing edge and moved the core away from 
the wall. Six converging slot holes, located in the endwall 
upstream of the blade, injected film cooling at different 
blowing ratios. At the highest blowing ratio (M = 1.5), the 
passage vortex was smaller, weaker, and closer to the end-
wall than the cases without film cooling.

Non-axisymmetric contoured endwall designs have 
been optimized for different parameters such as minimiz-
ing the cross-passage pressure gradient (Harvey et al. 2000) 
or minimizing aerodynamic losses (Praisner et al. 2007). 
Knezevici et al. (2010) completed seven-hole probe meas-
urements with and without the endwall contour designed 
by Praisner et al. (2007) for the Pack-B airfoil in a low-
speed cascade. Knezevici et al. (2010) found that with con-
touring, the strength of the passage vortex was reduced, and 
the overall secondary kinetic energy was reduced by 13 %. 
Lynch et al. (2011a) used an oil flow visualization tech-
nique to show that contouring reduced the skew of the local 
endwall flow, as the streaklines for the contoured endwall 
in Fig. 1b are directed more downstream compared with the 
streaklines for the flat endwall in Fig. 1a. Figure 1c shows 
a qualitative representation of the elevation of the contour 
design with hills and valleys in different areas of the pas-
sage (Praisner et al. 2007).

The effect of endwall contouring on the passage vortex 
at two planes in the passage was reported in Lynch (2011) 
and Lynch and Thole (2015) for the contouring shown in 
Fig. 1c (Praisner et al. 2007). The three-dimensional average 
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Fig. 1  Comparison of oil flow visualization of endwall streaklines 
(Lynch et al. 2011a) with film cooling hole inlet and outlet locations 
for the a flat and b contoured endwalls, and c qualitative representa-
tion of the contoured endwall height
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flowfield data were acquired with laser Doppler velocime-
try for axial planes mid-passage at 0.2Cax and just after the 
trailing edge at 1.03Cax. The size and strength of the passage 
vortex were revealed through the measurements of second-
ary velocities, secondary kinetic energy, and turbulent kinetic 
energy. At both mid-passage and trailing edge planes, the 
contoured endwall slightly reduced the strength of the pas-
sage vortex, but also slightly increased turbulent kinetic 
energy levels compared with the flat endwall. From the trail-
ing edge flow measurements, it was found that the contouring 
delayed the progression of the passage vortex to the suction 
side of the passage. Mensch and Thole (in press) reported pre-
liminary velocity and turbulent kinetic energy measurements 
using particle image velocimetry for the same contoured end-
wall design with and without film cooling. Measurements in 
two streamwise planes showed the passage vortex convect-
ing away from the endwall toward the midspan. With film 
cooling, the height of the passage vortex from the endwall 
increased with blowing ratio (Mensch and Thole, in press).

The current paper builds upon the contoured endwall 
flowfield results presented in Mensch and Thole (in press) 
to compare the effects of film cooling for both contoured 
and flat endwalls. In addition, the flow measurements in 
the trailing edge cross-plane are analyzed to highlight the 
secondary flow vectors and vorticity levels, and velocity 
profiles without film cooling are compared to the profiles 
measured by Lynch (2011).

3  Experimental methods

The passage flowfield is measured in a large-scale, low-
speed, closed-loop wind tunnel, shown in Fig. 2a. The test 
section in Fig. 2a contained a linear cascade of seven blades 
and six passages as shown in the top view of Fig. 2b. 
Upstream of the test section, the flow is separated into main-
stream and coolant sections where the wind tunnel cross 
section widens. The coolant flow is diverted into a plenum 
at the top of the tunnel prior to being injected through the 
film cooling holes in the cascade endwall. Before entering 
the test section, the mainstream flow passes through a heater 
bank and flow-conditioning elements. A turbulence grid is 
located 11Cax upstream of the test section to generate 6 % 
freestream turbulence at the blade inlet (Lynch et al. 2011a).

The profile of the blades in the corner test section is the 
low-pressure turbine Pack-B airfoil, which has been widely 
used in the literature for studying contoured endwall aero-
dynamic performance (Knezevici et al. 2010; Praisner et al. 
2007) and endwall heat transfer performance (Lynch et al. 
2011a, b; Lawson and Thole 2012; Mensch and Thole 
2014, 2015). Figure 2b shows the top view of the blade 
cascade with the green portion of the endwall showing the 
region between the blades known as the blade passage. 

The axial direction is shown by the x-direction, and the 
blade pitch is in the y-direction. The blades have a con-
stant profile in the span (z-direction). The flowfield meas-
urements are obtained near the trailing edge of Passage 4. 
The endwall in Passage 4 is internally cooled by an array of 
impingement jets feeding angled film cooling holes in the 
endwall as shown in Fig. 2c.

The flow through the linear blade cascade is ensured to 
be periodic and match the flow through an infinite cascade 
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Fig. 2  Depiction of a the large-scale low-speed wind tunnel, b the 
test section containing the Pack-B linear blade cascade and conjugate 
endwall, and c the side view of the plenum and impingement channel 
for the flat endwall
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by adjusting flexible walls within the test section. Flow 
periodicity is verified by measuring the pressure distribu-
tion around each blade at the midspan. A typical result 
for the experimental pressure distribution of the blades is 
shown in Fig. 3 along with two predictions of pressure dis-
tribution obtained from periodic CFD simulations (Lynch 
et al. 2011b; Mensch et al. 2014).

Passage inlet flow and temperature conditions are meas-
ured in front of each blade and across the blade span. A 
Pitot probe and thermocouple rake are each inserted into 
the test section at 0.52Cax upstream of the blades in the 
axial direction. The mainstream flow velocity at the inlet 
midspan, U∞, is found by averaging the velocities in front 
of each blade obtained from the Pitot probe. The stand-
ard deviation of U∞ is less than 1 %. The thermocouple 
rake measures the temperature distribution at four span-
wise locations and multiple pitchwise locations at the inlet 
plane. The average T∞ is used to calculate the mainstream 
density for Re and blowing ratio, M, calculations. The vari-
ation in temperature at different locations was less than 
±0.6 °C from the average T∞. The scaled blade geometry 
and mainstream flow conditions are given in Table 1. The 
inlet boundary layer was measured at 2.85Cax upstream of 
the center blade by Lynch et al. (2011a) to be δ/S = 0.061.

The film coolant supply is extracted from the cool-
ant section by a blower on the top of the wind tunnel as 
depicted in Fig. 2a. The coolant flow is chilled by two heat 
exchangers, one in the top section of the wind tunnel and 
an external heat exchanger downstream of the blower in 
the coolant line. Next the coolant passes through a lami-
nar flow element measuring the coolant mass flowrate. The 
coolant line feeds a plenum below the endwall where the 
coolant back pressure and temperature are measured. As 
the coolant enters the plenum, it encounters a splash plate 
to reduce the incoming velocity as shown in Fig. 2c. The 
coolant temperature, Tc, is measured within the plenum 
by two thermocouples 8.7D below the impingement plate. 
With the coolant heat exchangers and the mainstream heat-
ers, the facility achieves a coolant to mainstream density 
ratio of about 1.15.

The amount of film cooling is quantified by the aver-
age blowing ratio or mass flux ratio of the coolant to the 
mainstream for each film cooling hole, M. The local blow-
ing ratio is calculated by scaling the total measured mass 
flowrate by the percent flow for each film cooling hole. 
The amount of flow through each hole varies based on the 
local exit pressure ratio. To obtain the local exit pressure 
at each hole location, pressure taps are installed in Pas-
sage 6, which does not have film cooling holes. The total 
mass flowrate is adjusted until the desired blowing ratio is 
achieved. The uncertainty in coolant flowrate is estimated 
to be ±3 % for a 95 % confidence interval using sequential 
perturbation (Moffat 1988).

The cooling configuration included internal impinge-
ment cooling, with 28 staggered holes at a spacing of 
4.65D, and film cooling, with 10 angled holes stag-
gered between the impingement jets. The diameter of 
both the impingement holes and the film cooling holes is 
D = 4.4 mm. The locations of the film cooling holes for 
both the flat and contoured endwalls are carefully designed 
according to specific parameters. The film cooling holes 
are angled at 30° relative to the local surface at the film 
cooling hole exits. The film cooling holes are oriented in 
the x–y plane to align with the local endwall flow direc-
tion at the hole exit as shown in Fig. 1a, b. Although the 
local endwall flow direction and local surface angle are not 
the same between the flat and contoured endwalls, the exit 
location of the film cooling holes is maintained between the 
designs. The locations of the impingement jets below the 
endwall can be found in Mensch and Thole (2014).

The planes for the flowfield measurements are shown 
in Fig. 4 labeled A, B, and C. Plane C is just beyond the 
trailing edge of the passage at a constant axial location of 
1.07Cax, as measured from the leading edge of the blade. 
The streamwise planes, A and B, are parallel to the exit 
flow direction of the passage, as determined by the angle 
of the blade trailing edge. Planes A and B are located dis-
tances of 5D and 3D, respectively, from the centerline of 
the blade trailing edge marked by the dotted line. Planes A 
and B are at an angle of 30° from Plane C, which they cross 
near the blade trailing edge. Figure 4c depicts the passage 
vortex within Plane C with a computational prediction of 
turbulent kinetic energy from Mensch and Thole (in press). 
The approximate location of the intersections of Planes A 
and B with Plane C are also shown in Fig. 4c.

The PIV measurement setup uses a high-speed CMOS 
camera to capture the motion of particles in the flow illu-
minated by a 30 A dual head Nd:YLF laser at a wave-
length of 527 nm. Just upstream of the main blower, the 
flow is seeded with atomized liquid di-ethyl-hexyl-sebecate 
(DEHS) from a Laskin nozzle atomizer producing particles 
of nominally 1 µm. The particles follow the flow since the 
average particle Stokes number is much less than one. The 
Nd:YLF laser beam passes through a cylindrical lens creat-
ing a laser sheet which is directed vertically down to the 
endwall surface. The high-speed camera is oriented normal 

Table 1  Flow conditions and blade geometry

Scale factor 8.6 Inlet U∞ 10.5 m/s

Cax 0.218 m Inlet flow angle 35°

p/Cax 0.826 Exit flow angle 60°

s/Cax 2.50 Inlet Ma 0.029

Inlet Re 1.22 × 105 Exit Ma 0.047

Exit Re 1.98 × 105
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to each measurement plane to obtain a two-dimensional 
velocity field within each plane. The laser pulses and the 
camera images are synchronized with a high-speed control-
ler. The camera takes 6000 image pairs at a frequency of 
2 kHz for the passage exit plane (C) and 3000 image pairs 
at a frequency of 1 kHz for the streamwise planes (A and 
B). The total data acquisition time for all three planes is 3 s, 
which is sufficient to obtain statistically converged results. 
The time delay between laser pulses is chosen based on 
an estimated bulk movement of 10 pixels, about 1/6 the 
initial interrogation window size. Plane C uses a camera 
window size of 1024 × 512, and the image resolution is 
16 pixels/D. Planes A and B use a camera window size of 
1024 × 1024, and the image resolution is 22 pixels/D.

The images are processed and vectors calculated using 
commercial software (DaVis 2012). The raw images are 
preprocessed to increase the contrast of the particles by 
subtracting the sliding minimum of the surrounding three 
images. Velocity vectors are calculated with a cross-corre-
lation between the image pairs over an interrogation win-
dow that is 64 × 64 pixels with 50 % overlap for the first 
two passes of the vector calculation. Two more passes are 
completed with an interrogation window size of 24 × 24 
pixels with a 75 % overlap, which results in a vector reso-
lution of 3–4 vectors/D. The vectors are post-processed 
with two passes of a median filter using universal outlier 
detection for a 3 × 3 pixel region (DaVis 2012) to remove 
spurious vectors. Empty spaces surrounded by at least two 
calculated vectors are refilled through interpolation. For 
clarity, every fifth vector is shown in the data for the Planes 
A and B, and every third vector is shown in the data for 
Plane C.

The uncertainty in instantaneous velocity measurements 
is estimated based on the contribution of the instantaneous 

displacement gradients for each velocity component (Raffel 
et al. 2007). The maximum displacement gradients are 0.2 
pixels/pixel in both directions for Planes A and B, result-
ing in an estimated uncertainty of the normalized velocities, 
U/U∞, of ±0.1, for a final interrogation window of 24 × 24 
pixels (Raffel et al. 2007). For Plane C, the maximum dis-
placement gradients are 0.2 pixels/pixel in the y-direction 
and 0.28 pixels/pixel in the z-direction, resulting in an esti-
mated uncertainty of ±0.15 for Uy/U∞ and ±0.2 for Uz/U∞.

4  Results and discussion

Parallel computational studies were also performed using 
RANS (Mensch and Thole, in press) which helped guide 
the measurement plane locations and also helped provide 
context for the flow measurements. The simulations were 
completed for the cases with film cooling for both the flat 
and contoured endwall surfaces. Figure 5 shows the pre-
dicted streamtraces, which allow visualization of the pas-
sage vortex and its evolution in the downstream half of the 
passage. The streamtraces cross through the Plane B meas-
urement location, which is designated by the black line in 
Fig. 5a, c, and by the light gray surface in Fig. 5b, d. The 
location of Plane C is coincident with the downstream edge 
of the endwall. The top views show that the passage vortex 
closely follows the blade’s suction side in the downstream 
half of the passage. Downstream of the blade trailing edge, 
the streamtraces are diverted to the right of the Plane B 
line due to interactions with the trailing edge wake flow. 
The contoured endwall streamtraces remain closer to the 
blade’s suction side compared with the flat endwall, which 
indicates a smaller more compact vortex for the contoured 
endwall.
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Fig. 4  Planes measured with PIV shown a for the flat endwall from above, b for the contoured endwall from above, and c looking upstream 
from of Plane C overlaid with flat endwall CFD tke contours for M = 2 (Mensch and Thole, in press)
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Additional differences between the flat and contoured 
endwalls can be seen in the side views of Fig. 5b, d. 
Figure 5b, d shows the upward trajectory of the passage 
vortex, which is maintained after the trailing edge of the 
blade. The flat endwall case shows stronger vortical motion 
of the streamtraces compared with the contoured endwall. 
Although endwall contouring does not remove the passage 
vortex, the streamtraces show that the vortex is weaker for 
the contoured endwall as would be expected from the pre-
vious measurements and the endwall streaklines in Fig. 1.

4.1  Velocity profile comparisons

Measured velocity profiles obtained in the exit plane (Plane 
C) without film cooling are compared to the velocities 
measured with LDV by Lynch (2011) in Fig. 6. The results 
from the current study, given in black, are from an axial 

plane which is 0.04Cax farther downstream of the cascade 
as compared to the measurements made by Lynch (2011), 
given in red. The velocity profiles have been extracted for 
the location shown in Fig. 5a, c by the black square closely 
aligned with the intersection of Plane B. The profile loca-
tion is offset from the projection of the wake trailing edge 
by 10 % of the pitch for both datasets. The spanwise veloc-
ity, Uz/U∞, agrees qualitatively with the Lynch (2011) 
measurements for both flat endwalls (solid lines) and con-
toured endwalls (dotted lines).

The pitchwise velocity, Uy/U∞, is larger than Uz/U∞ as 
expected because of the strong turning of the flow in this 
region. For both datasets, the local minimum Uy/U∞ for the 
flat endwall is at a slightly higher distance from the end-
wall than for the contoured endwall, which is consistent 
with a smaller passage vortex for the contoured endwall. 
The Uy/U∞ velocities from Lynch (2011) are slightly larger 
than Uy/U∞ from the current study, which is measured far-
ther downstream. It is expected that the pitchwise veloci-
ties decrease downstream as the flow area widens, but the 
Uz velocities are not affected because the span dimension 
has not changed. Overall, there is reasonable agreement 
between the current PIV velocity measurements and the 
LDV measurements from Lynch (2011).

4.2  Flat endwall results

4.2.1  Spanwise velocity in streamwise planes

The measured time-averaged velocity vectors for the 
streamwise planes parallel to the trailing edge (Planes A 
and B) are shown for the flat endwall in Fig. 7 for the cases 
of no film cooling, M = 1 and M = 2. The background of 
Fig. 7 is colored by the average measured spanwise (z) 
velocity component, Uz/U∞. The primary flow direction is 
within the measurement planes along the s coordinate as 
defined in Fig. 4a. Therefore, Uz/U∞ provides an indication 
of the secondary flow associated with the passage vortex. 
The intersection with Plane C is shown by a dotted black 
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sage vortex, from CFD predictions for M = 2 (Mensch and Thole, in 
press) for the a flat endwall top view, b flat endwall side view, c con-
toured endwall top view, d contoured endwall side view
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line, and the location of s/Cax = 0 is aligned with the line of 
sight of the blade trailing edge.

The spanwise velocities are positive everywhere in 
both measurement planes, as both planes are capturing the 
upward motion in the portion of the passage vortex closer 
to the suction side of the blade. The highest Uz/U∞ con-
tours form a band that moves away from the endwall as 
s/Cax increases, indicating the size of the passage vortex is 
growing as it travels downstream. Comparing the Uz/U∞ 
contours in Planes A and B, it is apparent that the peak 
Uz/U∞ in Plane B is significantly higher than in Plane A, 
despite being only separated by 0.045p in the y-direction. 

Plane A has lower spanwise velocities because Plane A is 
closer to the center of the passage vortex than Plane B.

As seen by the streamtraces in Fig. 5, the trajectory 
of the passage vortex is not oriented exactly with Planes 
A and B, but follows the profile of the blade. Therefore, 
the part of the passage vortex captured by Planes A and 
B is affected by the distance from the measurement plane 
to the blade. The spanwise velocities are highest in the 
upstream half of Plane B because Plane B is closest to the 
blade at the upstream portion of the measurement plane, as 
seen in Fig. 4a. At s/Cax = 0, the distance from Plane B to 
the blade is greater than the distance upstream due to the 
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Fig. 7  Contours of time-averaged spanwise (z) velocity overlaid with time-averaged velocity vectors in Planes A and B for the flat endwall with 
a, b no film cooling, c, d M = 1.0, and e, f M = 2.0
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curvature of the blade. At s/Cax = 0, the Uz/U∞ decreases 
because Plane B is now measuring a location in the pas-
sage vortex closer to its center. In Plane A, the minimum 
Uz/U∞ at is even smaller than in Plane B because Plane A 
is measuring the center of the passage vortex at the pas-
sage exit plane. After s/Cax = 0, Uz/U∞ increases again 
in both Planes A and B due to the turning of the passage 
vortex to the right caused by interactions with the wake. 
The streamwise variations in Uz/U∞ within Planes A and 
B occur because the passage vortex trajectory is not per-
fectly aligned with the measurement planes, and the meas-
urement planes are capturing the steep secondary velocity 
gradients within the passage vortex.

With film cooling, in Fig. 7c, d, the peak spanwise 
velocities increase compared with the cases without film 
cooling for both streamwise planes. The largest increase 
in Uz/U∞ with film cooling occurs in the upstream half of 
the measurement planes, where the planes are closest to 
the blade. Figure 8 plots the vertical profiles of Uz/U∞ at 
s/Cax = −0.2, which demonstrate the increase in the peak 
spanwise velocity in the passage vortex as film cooling 
increases. For M = 1 and 2, the cylindrical hole film cool-
ing jets are detached from the flat endwall and introduce 
a significant upward velocity component to the passage 
vortex. This effect is strongest in the upstream half of the 
measurement planes closer to the film cooling jets, but film 
cooling also increases the peak Uz/U∞ in the wake around 
s/Cax = 0.2. The increasing secondary velocity in the wake 
indicates the film cooling kinetic energy helps to energize 
the passage vortex.

4.2.2  Vorticity in passage exit plane

Because the exit flow angle of the passage is 60°, the Plane 
C has a significant velocity component in the y-direction 

due to the inviscid mainstream flow. Therefore, the veloci-
ties measured in Plane C, Umeas, are decomposed into the 
bulk inviscid flow velocity, Uinviscid, plus the secondary flow 
velocity, Usec. Uinviscid is an estimate of the time-averaged 
velocity of the inviscid flow above the secondary flows, 
obtained by averaging the measured velocities across the 
area between z/S = 0.24 to 0.27 and y/p = −0.48 to 0.31, 
which is outside of the region affected by the passage vor-
tex. The y-components of the normalized area-averaged 
inviscid velocity, Uinviscid/U∞, are ∼ 1.3, and the z-compo-
nents of the area-averaged inviscid velocity, Uinviscid/U∞, 
are ∼ 0.07, near zero as expected. The components of Uin-

viscid for each case are subtracted from the measured veloc-
ity vectors for that case, resulting in a secondary velocity, 
Usec, using Eq. (1). The secondary velocity vectors are not 
the actual in-plane velocities of the flow, but represent a 
means to visualize the secondary flows.

The secondary velocity vectors along with contours of 
normalized vorticity calculated for the flat endwall flow-
field measurements are viewed from the upstream direction 
in Fig. 9a, for no film cooling, and Fig. 9b, c for M = 1 and 
2. The y/p = 0 location marks the line of sight of the trail-
ing edge of the blade within Plane C. Dotted lines indicate 
where the parallel Planes A and B intersect Plane C. The 
vorticity fields are calculated based on the original meas-
ured velocities prior to the previously described decom-
position. As the curl of the local two-dimensional veloc-
ity, the vorticity contours quantify the severity of velocity 
gradients associated with vortex motion. Positive vorticity 
indicates counterclockwise rotation, and negative vorticity 
indicates clockwise rotation. Distinct regions of positive 
and negative vorticity allow identification and indicate the 
strength of vortex structures in the flow.

The large region of positive vorticity identifies the large 
passage vortex, with the main core outlined in Fig. 9a 
without film cooling. The passage vortex persists after the 
passage, as Plane C is downstream of the trailing edge at 
x/Cax = 1.07. According to the secondary velocity vec-
tors in Fig. 9, the intersection of Plane A is close to the 
center of the passage vortex at this location in the passage. 
It is apparent that the passage vortex has an effect on the 
flow across at least half of the pitch because of the turn-
ing of the near wall vectors and positive vorticity extend-
ing to the left edge of the measurement plane. To the right 
of the passage vortex is the trailing edge wake, which has 
strong negative vorticity adjacent to the passage vortex 
because of the sharp in-plane velocity gradients between 
the wake and the vortex. Above the passage vortex is a 
smaller region of negative vorticity, indicating a smaller 
and weaker counter rotating vortex from what remains of 
the suction side horseshoe vortex (Goldstein and Spores 

(1)Usec = Umeas − Uinviscid
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Fig. 8  Profiles of spanwise velocity, Uz/U∞, for the flat endwall 
measured in Plane B, extracted from the data in Fig. 7b, d, f at 
s/Cax = −0.2
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1988). In the upper portions of the measurement plane to 
the left of Plane A, the relative velocity vectors are almost 
zero, and the vorticity is neither uniformly positive nor 
uniformly negative. This region is part of the mainstream 
inviscid flow.

As film cooling is added and the blowing ratio increases 
for the flat endwall in Fig. 9b, c, the peak vorticity at the 
center of the passage vortex increases and moves away 
from the wake in the negative pitch direction. The size of 
the relative velocity vectors also grows, and their center 
of rotation moves away from the endwall as blowing ratio 
increases. Although film cooling strengthens and increases 
the size of the passage vortex, film cooling also weakens 
the counter rotating vortex presumably due to the large pas-
sage vortex with film cooling.

4.2.3  Turbulent kinetic energy measurements

The flat endwall contours of turbulent kinetic energy (tke) 
normalized by U∞

2  are shown in Fig. 10 for Plane C and in 
Fig. 11 for Planes A and B. To show the location of the pas-
sage vortex, the secondary velocity vectors are overlaid on 
Fig. 10, and the measured velocity vectors are overlaid on 
Fig. 11. For the two-dimensional velocity field measured, 
tke is calculated by 3

/

4

(

u
′2

1
+ u

′2

2

)

, which assumes the 
root-mean-square of the out-of-plane velocity fluctuations 
is an average of the two measured components of veloc-
ity fluctuations (DaVis 2012). The contours of tke indi-
cate the variation in the measured velocity vectors and the 
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Fig. 9  Contours of time-averaged vorticity overlaid with the second-
ary velocity vectors measured in Plane C for the flat endwall with a 
no film cooling, b M = 1.0, and c M = 2.0
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a no film cooling, b M = 1.0, and c M = 2.0
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unsteadiness in flow structures. The tke levels are lowest in 
the inviscid mainstream parts of the flow.

In the passage exit plane, Fig. 10, the highest tke levels 
are measured at the top of the passage vortex, at the bottom 
of the counter rotating vortex, and within the wake. The high-
est peak in tke without film cooling occurs at z/S = 0.15 for 
the flat endwall in Fig. 10a. This location is just below the 
corresponding vorticity peak in Fig. 9a. Here, the secondary 
flow is experiencing a strong turn from the upward direction 
to the negative pitch direction. The elevated tke extends to the 
left and down toward the center of the passage vortex, near 
the intersection with Plane A. The vertical tke profiles at the 

intersection with Plane A are plotted in Fig. 12 for the no film 
cooling and film cooling cases. Figures 10 and 12 show that 
film cooling has a significant effect on the tke levels for the flat 
endwall, doubling the peak tke between no film cooling and 
M = 2. The kinetic energy of the film cooling jets adds to the 
kinetic energy and unsteadiness of the passage vortex. With 
film cooling, a peak in tke forms near the center of the passage 
vortex at z/S = 0.1 and becomes stronger as the blowing ratio 
increases. The tke levels below the peak near the endwall are 
similar between the three cases, as seen in Fig. 12.

The flat endwall contours of normalized tke measured 
in Planes A and B are elevated in the passage vortex in 
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Fig. 11  Contours of turbulent kinetic energy overlaid with time-averaged velocity vectors in Planes A and B for the flat endwall with a, b no 
film cooling, c, d M = 1.0, and e, f M = 2.0
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Fig. 11. The tke levels at the intersections with Plane C 
are generally similar to those measured within Plane C in 
Fig. 10. One exception is for M = 2 in Plane A (Fig. 11e), 
where the tke measured at the Plane C intersection in 
Fig. 11e is less than that measured in the same location in 
Fig. 10c. The difference exists because each measurement 
plane uses only in-plane velocity fluctuations to calculate 
the tke. While the pitchwise velocity fluctuations are used 
for the tke calculations in Plane C, Planes A and B use the 
streamwise velocity fluctuations. As expected, the stream-
wise fluctuations of the passage vortex, measured in Plane 
A, is less than the pitchwise fluctuations in the passage vor-
tex, measured in Plane C.

The tke levels without film cooling in Fig. 11 have simi-
lar trends to the spanwise velocity contour levels, increas-
ing as the distance from the blade decreases and increas-
ing in the wake. Without film cooling, the tke in Plane B 
in Fig. 11b is greater than the tke in Plane A in Fig. 11a. 
With film cooling, the tke increases in Plane A which is 
closer to the center of the passage vortex. The tke in the 
center of the passage vortex also increased with film cool-
ing for the exit plane measurements in Fig. 10. Figure 11 
also shows very large levels of tke for the flat endwall with 
film cooling in the wake. The high levels of tke are gener-
ated by large velocity variations measured intermittently in 
this region of the flow. It is believed these fluctuations are 
caused by larger out-of-plane velocities due to the passage 
vortex interacting with the wake.

4.3  Contoured endwall results

4.3.1  Spanwise velocity in streamwise planes

The time-averaged velocity vectors and contours of 
Uz/U∞ for the contoured endwall are shown in Fig. 13 
for the streamwise planes. The intersection with Plane C 

is indicated by a dotted black line. The Uz/U∞ profiles in 
Plane B at s/Cax = −0.2 are plotted in Fig. 14 and can be 
compared to the flat endwall profiles from Fig. 8. With-
out film cooling in Figs. 13 and 14, the contoured endwall 
Uz/U∞ is zero above z/S = 0.24, which shows that the pas-
sage vortex does not affect the flow above this height. In 
comparison with the flat endwall in Figs. 7 and 8, the pas-
sage vortex has an influence that extends to the top of the 
measurement planes, where there is still a small Uz/U∞ 
component. In addition, the contoured endwall Uz/U∞ 
peaks in Figs. 13 and 14 are much less than the correspond-
ing flat endwall Uz/U∞ measurements in Figs. 7 and 8. The 
Uz/U∞ contours indicate a smaller passage vortex for the 
contoured endwall that is centered closer to the endwall.

When film cooling is added in Fig. 13c–f, Uz/U∞ 
increases, with the most significant increases at the 
upstream portions of Plane B, as seen in Fig. 14. Film cool-
ing causes the influence of the passage vortex to expand 
farther into the mainstream, although an unaffected region 
remains at the top of the measurement planes even for 
M = 2 in Figs. 13e, f and 14.

4.3.2  Vorticity in passage exit plane

The secondary velocity vectors and the vorticity contours 
in Plane C are shown for the contoured endwall in Fig. 15 
for no film cooling, M = 1 and M = 2. The vorticity levels 
in the wake are generally similar to the vorticity for the flat 
endwall (Fig. 9), but the contoured endwall passage vortex 
has a greater peak vorticity. Comparing the location of peak 
vorticity for M = 2 between the flat endwall in Fig. 9c and 
the contoured endwall in Fig. 15c, it can be seen that the 
center of the contoured endwall passage vortex is farther 
from the wake than the flat endwall passage vortex, which 
was also found by Lynch (2011). The area of positive vor-
ticity associated with the passage vortex is also smaller in 
spanwise height for the contoured endwall compared with 
the flat endwall, which is consistent with a passage vortex 
closer to the endwall with contouring.

Another difference between the flat and contoured end-
walls is the greater vorticity and secondary vectors near the 
endwall for the contoured endwall compared with the flat 
endwall. Higher streamwise vorticity and secondary kinetic 
energy close to the endwall were also measured at the pas-
sage exit by Knezevici et al. (2010). In addition, Lynch 
(2011) measured higher secondary velocities and second-
ary kinetic energy close to the endwall for the contoured 
endwall just beyond the passage exit. Part of the reason for 
the higher vorticity and secondary velocities for the con-
toured endwall is because the passage vortex sits closer to 
the endwall with contouring. Additionally, Knezevici et al. 
(2010) showed that for the contoured endwall near the trail-
ing edge of the passage, the pitchwise cross-flow near the 
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endwall suddenly increases as the contouring blends back 
to a flat surface. Upstream and within the passage, the end-
wall flow is less skewed for the contoured endwall com-
pared to the flat endwall, but at the exit plane, there is a 
sharp acceleration and turning of the contoured endwall 
flow toward the suction side of the passage (Knezevici 
et al. 2010). The local increase in near endwall flow ener-
gizes the passage vortex in the exit plane and contributes to 
the higher vorticity measured near the endwall in Fig. 15.

The counter rotating vortex above the passage vortex is 
stronger for the contoured endwall in Fig. 15 compared to 

the flat endwall in Fig. 9. Lynch (2011) also found that the 
suction side horseshoe vortex remained stronger with con-
touring in the middle of the passage. Oil flow visualizations 
from Knezevici et al. (2010) and Lynch (2011) showed that 
the separation line of the suction side leg of the horseshoe 
vortex originates farther upstream from the suction side 
of the blade with contouring. Therefore, the suction side 
horseshoe vortex is farther from the blade with contouring, 
resulting in a more coherent counter rotating vortex down-
stream (Lynch 2011). Based on the vorticity measurements 
in Figs. 9 and 15, it is also observed that the size of the 
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Fig. 13  Contours of time-averaged spanwise (z) velocity overlaid with time-averaged velocity vectors in Planes A and B for the contoured end-
wall with a, b no film cooling, c, d M = 1.0, and e, f M = 2.0
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counter rotating vortex is inversely tied to the size of the 
passage vortex, with a larger passage vortex resulting in a 
smaller counter rotating vortex.

With film cooling, the contoured endwall vorticity and 
size of the passage vortex increase in Fig. 15b, c, similar 
to the behavior of the flat endwall. For the contoured end-
wall, there is also high vorticity at the top right of the pas-
sage vortex near the intersection with Plane B, which still 
remains when film cooling is added. The corresponding 
location for the flat endwall in Fig. 9 lost this peak when 
film cooling was added. Although film cooling has some 
effect on the contoured endwall exit plane vorticity fields, 
the effect of endwall contouring on the vorticity is greater 
than the effect of film cooling.
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Fig. 14  Profiles of spanwise velocity, Uz/U∞, for the contoured end-
wall measured in Plane B, extracted from the data in Fig. 13b, d, f at 
s/Cax = −0.2
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4.3.3  Turbulent kinetic energy measurements

The turbulent kinetic energy measurements are presented 
in Fig. 16 for Plane C and in Fig. 17 for Planes A and B. 
As before, the tke is calculated based on the two measured 
components of velocity fluctuations, assuming the out-of-
plane component is an average of the other two components. 
In Plane C, the highest peak in tke without film cooling 
occurs at z/S = 0.13 for the contoured endwall in Fig. 16a, 
which is slightly lower than the corresponding peak for the 
flat endwall in Fig. 10a. The contoured endwall tke peak is 
closer to the endwall than the tke peak for the flat endwall, 
consistent with a smaller contoured endwall passage vortex. 

Without film cooling, the levels of tke are similar for the flat 
and contoured endwalls, but the elevated tke region (>0.04) 
is smaller for the contoured endwall than that for the flat 
endwall. Lynch (2011) also measured a smaller region of 
tke greater than 0.04 for the contoured endwall in a similar 
measurement plane. An additional difference between the 
flat and contoured tke levels is that the contoured endwall 
in Fig. 10a has two bands of high tke for the passage vor-
tex and the counter rotating vortex, while the flat endwall 
has one distinct region because the counter rotating vortex is 
stronger in the contoured endwall measurements.

The contoured endwall tke profiles at the intersection 
with Plane A are plotted in Fig. 18. The contoured endwall 
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no film cooling, c, d M = 1.0, and e, f M = 2.0
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profile without film cooling in Fig. 18 has a peak value of 
0.04, which is similar to the corresponding flat endwall 
profile in Fig. 12. Film cooling increases the tke associ-
ated with the passage vortex for the contoured endwall in 
Figs. 16 and 18. Although film cooling has an effect on tke 
for the contoured endwall, the effect is less than the film 
cooling effect for the flat endwall because the contoured 
endwall is able to maintain a smaller passage vortex despite 
the added kinetic energy from film cooling. The contoured 
endwall also has better film cooling performance than the 
flat endwall (Mensch and Thole, in press), suggesting that 
the film cooling jets remain closer to the endwall and have 
less impact on the passage vortex with contouring. As dis-
cussed in Mensch and Thole (in press), Figs. 16 and 18 
show an increase in tke below the passage vortex as blow-
ing ratio increases that was not observed for the flat end-
wall. The increased tke near the contoured endwall is also 
attributed to the film cooling jets remaining better attached 
to the surface and causing increased mixing close to the 
endwall.

In the streamwise planes in Fig. 17, the tke levels are 
lowest in the mainstream flow and elevated in the passage 
vortex, similar to the flat endwall in Fig. 11. Compared to 
the flat endwall in Fig. 11, the tke bands for the contoured 
endwall are much narrower and closer to the endwall, 
which is consistent with the trends found throughout the 
measurements. The band of high tke in Plane B is larger 
than the band in Plane A because Plane B is closer to the 
blade and the inside edge of the passage vortex, as shown 
in the passage exit plane measurements in Fig. 16. With 
film cooling, the tke increases in Plane A which is closer 
to the center of the passage vortex. The tke in the center 
of the passage vortex also increased with film cooling for 
the measurements in Plane C. The effect of film cooling on 
the tke levels in Plane B for the contoured endwall is small, 
except for an increase in tke with blowing ratio close to 

the endwall near z/S = 0.05. This increase in tke with film 
cooling close to the endwall was also apparent in the pas-
sage exit plane in Fig. 16.

5  Conclusions

The separate and combined effects of endwall contour-
ing and film cooling on the passage vortex flowfield were 
studied with time-resolved two-dimensional PIV in three 
measurement planes near the trailing edge of the blade. The 
calculated average secondary velocity vectors and contours 
of vorticity in the passage exit plane confirmed the loca-
tion of the passage vortex and a weaker counter rotating 
vortex situated above the passage vortex. The passage exit 
plane turbulent kinetic energy contours showed peak turbu-
lent kinetic energy associated with the blade wake, the top 
of the passage vortex, and the center of the passage vortex 
with film cooling. In the two streamwise planes, the two-
dimensional time-averaged velocity vectors and spanwise 
velocity contours showed upward velocities in the edge of 
the passage vortex closest to the blade suction side. The 
spanwise velocity contours were sensitive to the distance 
from the blade, indicating that the passage vortex has sig-
nificant velocity gradients in the pitch direction. Turbulent 
kinetic energy was also elevated in the passage vortex in 
the streamwise planes. The spanwise velocities and tur-
bulent kinetic energy increased as the measurement plane 
became closer to the blade. The spanwise velocities and 
turbulent kinetic energy also increased after the flow exited 
the passage, where the passage vortex interacted with the 
wake.

Film cooling was a significant factor for the passage 
vortex size and strength in the exit plane measurements. 
As film cooling was added, the vorticity, turbulent kinetic 
energy, and secondary velocities of the passage vortex all 
increased with blowing ratio. Film cooling increased the 
size of the passage vortex, moving the center farther from 
the endwall and farther from the blade. As a result, the 
counter rotating vortex became smaller and weaker as film 
cooling increased. The spanwise velocities in the stream-
wise planes also increased with film cooling, and extended 
the influence of the passage vortex farther into the main-
stream. Film cooling blowing ratios of 1 and 2 produced 
detached jets that were swept into the passage vortex, 
transferring kinetic energy to the vortex and increasing the 
velocities and turbulent kinetic energy downstream. The 
increases in turbulent kinetic energy with film cooling were 
more significant in the exit plane compared to the increases 
in the streamwise planes. This result indicated that film 
cooling has a greater impact on the pitchwise velocity fluc-
tuations compared to the streamwise velocity fluctuations 
in the passage vortex.
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Endwall contouring generally had the opposite effect 
of film cooling on the passage vortex. Contouring reduced 
the size and turbulent kinetic energy of the passage vortex 
measured in the exit plane. The spanwise velocities meas-
ured in the streamwise planes were also much lower for the 
contoured endwall for the same film cooling conditions. 
The passage vortex was more compact for the contoured 
endwall, which had higher vorticity as well as a more pro-
nounced counter rotating vortex than the flat endwall. With 
film cooling, the contoured endwall spanwise velocities 
and exit plane turbulent kinetic energy were significantly 
increased, showing that the effects of film cooling and end-
wall contouring were of similar significance to the second-
ary velocities and turbulent kinetic energy near the passage 
exit.
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